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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Fundamental research in particle physics and medical applicationsFundamental research in particle physics and medical applicationsp p y ppp p y pp
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The starting point The starting point 

•• November 1895 : discovery of X raysNovember 1895 : discovery of X rays

Wilhelm Conrad  RöntgenWilhelm Conrad  Röntgen

•• December 1895 : first radiographyDecember 1895 : first radiography
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The beginning of modern physics andThe beginning of modern physics and
medical physicsmedical physicsp yp y

18951895 An  accelerator of 1897An  accelerator of 1897

discovery of X raysdiscovery of X rays

Wilhelm Conrad  Wilhelm Conrad  
RöntgenRöntgen 1895 1895 –– starting date of four starting date of four RöntgenRöntgen gg

magnificent years in magnificent years in 
experimental physicsexperimental physics
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The beginning of modern physics andThe beginning of modern physics and
medical physicsmedical physicsp yp y

Henri Becquerel    Henri Becquerel    
(1852(1852--1908)1908)

1896:1896:

Discovery of naturalDiscovery of naturalDiscovery of naturalDiscovery of natural

radioactivityradioactivity

18981898
Thesis of Mme. Curie – 1904

α, β, γ in magnetic field

Discovery of radiumDiscovery of radium

M iM iAbout one hundred years agoAbout one hundred years ago
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MariaMaria
SkSkłodowska łodowska CurieCurie

(1867 (1867 –– 1934)1934)

About one hundred years agoAbout one hundred years ago
Pierre CuriePierre Curie
(1859 (1859 –– 1906)1906)



First applications in cancer therapyFirst applications in cancer therapy

Basic conceptBasic concept
Local control Local control 
f th tf th tof the tumourof the tumour

1908 : first attempts of skin cancer1908 : first attempts of skin cancer1908 : first attempts  of skin cancer 1908 : first attempts  of skin cancer 
radiation therapy in France radiation therapy in France 
(“(“CuriethérapieCuriethérapie”)”)
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A big step forward…A big step forward…

…in physics and in…in physics and in

•• Medical diagnostics Medical diagnostics 

•• Cancer radiation therapyCancer radiation therapy

M S Livingston and E LawrenceM S Livingston and E Lawrence

due to the development of three due to the development of three 
fundamental toolsfundamental tools M. S. Livingston  and  E. LawrenceM. S. Livingston  and  E. Lawrence

with the 25 inches cyclotronwith the 25 inches cyclotron
fundamental toolsfundamental tools

•• Particle acceleratorsParticle accelerators

•• Particle detectorsParticle detectors

GeigerGeiger--MMüller counter built byüller counter built by

Particle detectorsParticle detectors

•• ComputersComputers
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GeigerGeiger MMüller counter built byüller counter built by
E. Fermi and his group in RomeE. Fermi and his group in Rome



1930: invention of the cyclotron1930: invention of the cyclotron1930: the beginning of 1930: the beginning of 
four other magnificent four other magnificent gg

yearsyears

Spiral trajectory of an Spiral trajectory of an 
accelerated nucleusaccelerated nucleusaccelerated nucleusaccelerated nucleus

Ernest Lawrence  Ernest Lawrence  

(1901(1901 –– 1958)1958)(1901 (1901 1958)1958)

Modern cyclotronModern cyclotron A copy is on display at A copy is on display at 
CERN MicrocosmCERN Microcosm
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The Lawrence brothersThe Lawrence brothers

John Lawrence, brother of John Lawrence, brother of 
Ernest was a medical doctorErnest was a medical doctorErnest, was a medical doctorErnest, was a medical doctor

They were both working in They were both working in 
BerkleyBerkley

First use of artificially producedFirst use of artificially producedFirst use of artificially produced First use of artificially produced 
isotopes for medical diagnosticsisotopes for medical diagnostics

Beginning of nuclear medicineBeginning of nuclear medicine

An interdisciplinary An interdisciplinary 
environment helpsenvironment helpsenvironment helps environment helps 

innovation!innovation!
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Discovery of the neutronDiscovery of the neutron

19321932

James ChadwickJames Chadwick

(1891(1891 1974)1974)(1891 (1891 –– 1974)1974)

Neutrons are used today toNeutrons are used today to

Student of Student of 

Ernest RutherfordErnest Rutherford

•• Produce isotopes for medical diagnostics Produce isotopes for medical diagnostics 
and therapyand therapy

•• Cure some kind of cancerCure some kind of cancer
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Matter and antimatter...Matter and antimatter...
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1932 1932 –– discovery of antimatter:  the positrondiscovery of antimatter:  the positron

Slowed-down 

particle
CLOUD

CHAMBER

L d l

Positive fast particle
coming from below

Lead layer

Carl D. Anderson Carl D. Anderson -- CaltechCaltech
coming from below

Th it i t th b i f P it E i i T h (PET)Th it i t th b i f P it E i i T h (PET)
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The positron is at the basis of Positron Emission Tomography (PET)The positron is at the basis of Positron Emission Tomography (PET)



Discovery of the  effectiveness  of slow neutronsDiscovery of the  effectiveness  of slow neutrons

O. D’Agostino  E. Segrè   E. Amaldi  F. Rasetti  E. FermiO. D’Agostino  E. Segrè   E. Amaldi  F. Rasetti  E. Fermi

19341934
First radioisotope of IodineFirst radioisotope of Iodine
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Four other crucial years: the synchrotronFour other crucial years: the synchrotron

19441944Vertical magnetic
principle of phase stabilityprinciple of phase stability

Circular trajectory of the Circular trajectory of the 

g
field

1 GeV  electron synchrotron1 GeV  electron synchrotron

j yj y
particles accelerated in a particles accelerated in a 

“synchrotron”“synchrotron”

Frascati Frascati -- INFN INFN -- 19591959

Veksler visits McMillanVeksler visits McMillan
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RadioRadio--frequency linacs for protons and ionsfrequency linacs for protons and ions

Linear accelerator (linac)Linear accelerator (linac)

200 MH
λ= 1.5 m

200 MHz

L. AlvarezL. Alvarez100 MeV linac on display 100 MeV linac on display 
at CERN Microcosmat CERN Microcosm

1946 1946 –– Drift Tube LinacDrift Tube Linac
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The electron linacThe electron linac

Sigurd VarianSigurd Varian William W. HansenWilliam W. Hansen

Russell VarianRussell Varian

19391939

Invention of the klystronInvention of the klystron

~ ~ 1 m1 m

1947 1947 
first linac for electronsfirst linac for electrons
4.5 MeV and 3 GHz4.5 MeV and 3 GHz

The electron linac is used today in The electron linac is used today in 
hospital based conventional radiation hospital based conventional radiation 

th f ilitith f iliti
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The beginning of CERN 50 years agoThe beginning of CERN 50 years ago

1952: Pierre Auger        Edoardo Amaldi1952: Pierre Auger        Edoardo AmaldiIsidor RabiIsidor Rabi

Secretary GeneralSecretary General

19521952--5454

UNESCO talk in 1950UNESCO talk in 1950

at the meeting that created the provisional CERNat the meeting that created the provisional CERN
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At CERN we have linacs and strongAt CERN we have linacs and strong--focusing synchrotronsfocusing synchrotrons
Large 

Hadron
Collider 8.5 km8.5 km

(7+7) TeV

2007

In 1952 the “strongIn 1952 the “strong--focusing” methodfocusing” methodThe PS in 1959The PS in 1959

invented at BNL (USA)invented at BNL (USA)

was chosen for the CERN PSwas chosen for the CERN PS
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Accelerators running in the worldAccelerators running in the world

NUMBER IN USE (*)NUMBER IN USE (*)CATEGORY OF ACCELERATORSCATEGORY OF ACCELERATORS

>100>100Synchrotron radiation sourcesSynchrotron radiation sources

~120High Energy acc. (E >1GeV)

~200~200
> 7500> 7500

Medical radioisotope productionMedical radioisotope production

Radiotherapy acceleratorsRadiotherapy accelerators 90009000

~1500Acc. for industrial processing  and  research

~1000Research acc.  included biomedical research

>7000Ion implanters, surface modification

500cc o dust a p ocess g a d esea c

> 17500> 17500
TOTALTOTAL

(*) W M i ki d W S h f I t J f R di ti O l 2004(*) W. Maciszewski and W. Scharf: Int. J. of Radiation Oncology, 2004

•• About half are used for bioAbout half are used for bio medical applicationsmedical applications
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Particle detectorsParticle detectors

They are the “eyes” of particle physicistsThey are the “eyes” of particle physicists

A er impressi e de elopment in the last 100 earsA er impressi e de elopment in the last 100 earsA very impressive development in the last 100 yearsA very impressive development in the last 100 years

F th G i t t ATLAS d CMS !F th G i t t ATLAS d CMS !–– From the Geiger counter to ATLAS and CMS !From the Geiger counter to ATLAS and CMS !

Crucial in many medical applicationsCrucial in many medical applications
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One example: the multiwire proportional chamberOne example: the multiwire proportional chamber

Georges Charpak, CERN Georges Charpak, CERN g pg p
physicist since 1959,physicist since 1959,

Nober prize 1992Nober prize 1992

•• Invented in 1968, launched the era of fully electronic particle detectionInvented in 1968, launched the era of fully electronic particle detection
•• Used for biological research and could eventually replace photographic recordingUsed for biological research and could eventually replace photographic recording•• Used for biological research and could eventually replace photographic recording Used for biological research and could eventually replace photographic recording 
in applied radioin applied radio--biologybiology
•• The increased recording speeds translate into faster scanning and lower body The increased recording speeds translate into faster scanning and lower body 
doses in medical diagnostic tools based on radiation or particle beamsdoses in medical diagnostic tools based on radiation or particle beams
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Applications in medical diagnosticsApplications in medical diagnostics
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Diagnostics is essential!Diagnostics is essential!

Computer Tomography (CT)Computer Tomography (CT)

AbdomenAbdomen

•• Measurement of the electron densityMeasurement of the electron density

•• Information on the morphologyInformation on the morphology
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Nuclear Magnetic ResonanceNuclear Magnetic Resonance

19381938--19451945

Felix Bloch and Edward PurcellFelix Bloch and Edward PurcellFelix Bloch  and Edward Purcell Felix Bloch  and Edward Purcell 

discover and studydiscover and study

NMRNMRNMRNMR

In 1954 Felix Bloch becameIn 1954 Felix Bloch became

the first CERN Director Generalthe first CERN Director General
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the first CERN Director Generalthe first CERN Director General



MRI =  Magnetic Resonance ImagingMRI =  Magnetic Resonance Imaging

1. Main magnet (0.5-1 T)

2 R di t itt il2. Radio transmitter coil

3. Radio receiver coil 

4 Gradient coils4. Gradient coils

•• Measurement of the density of the protons (water) Measurement of the density of the protons (water) y p ( )y p ( )
in tissuesin tissues

•• Information on the morphologyInformation on the morphology
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A MRI scannerA MRI scanner
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SPECT = Single Photon Emission  Computer Tomography SPECT = Single Photon Emission  Computer Tomography 

In reactors slow neutrons produce
98Mo + n = 99Mo + γMo  n  Mo  γ

99Mo (66 h)  = 99mTc (6 h) + e- + ν

gamma  of 0.14  MeV

Emilio SegrEmilio Segrèè
1937 Di f l t 43 “T h ti ”1937 Di f l t 43 “T h ti ” 9797T (2 6 M )T (2 6 M )1937: Discovery of  element 43 “Technetium” 1937: Discovery of  element 43 “Technetium” 9797Tc(2.6 My)Tc(2.6 My)

1938: discovery of  1938: discovery of  99m99mTcTc
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The discovery of technetiumThe discovery of technetium
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SPECT scannerSPECT scanner
85% of all nuclear medicine85% of all nuclear medicine85% of all nuclear medicine85% of all nuclear medicine

examinations use technetiumexaminations use technetium

d d b l td d b l t

•• Measurement of the Measurement of the 
density the molecules density the molecules 
which containwhich containproduced by slow neutronsproduced by slow neutrons

in reactorsin reactors

which contain which contain 
technetiumtechnetium

•• Information onInformation on

… liver… liver

Information on Information on 
morphology and/or morphology and/or 
metabolismmetabolism

lungslungs

bones …bones … Rotating head

Lead collimators to channel 
the gammas of 0.14 MeV

With detectors

the gammas of 0.14 MeV

0.14  MeV
gammas
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Positron Emission Tomography (PET)Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

•• FDG with FDG with 1818F is the most used drug F is the most used drug 
(half life 110 minutes)(half life 110 minutes) ProtonsProtons
•• Measurement of the density of Measurement of the density of 1818F F 
through backthrough back--toto--back gamma detectionback gamma detection ~~15 MeV, 15 MeV, ~~50 50 μμAA

•• Information on metabolismInformation on metabolism

Gamma ray detectors 

Cyclotron
PET tomograph

y
(Ex. BGO crystals)

PET image CT-PET
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How does it work?How does it work?

HH22
1818OO water is bombarded with protons to produce water is bombarded with protons to produce 1818FF

FluoroFluoro--DeoxyDeoxy--DD--Glucose (FDG) is synthesizedGlucose (FDG) is synthesizedFluoroFluoro DeoxyDeoxy DD Glucose (FDG) is synthesizedGlucose (FDG) is synthesized

Glucose FDG

FDG is transported to the hospitalFDG is transported to the hospital

FDG is injected into the patientFDG is injected into the patientFDG is injected into the patientFDG is injected into the patient

FDG is trapped in the cells that try to metabolize itFDG is trapped in the cells that try to metabolize it

Concentration b ilds p in proportion to the rate of gl cose metabolismConcentration b ilds p in proportion to the rate of gl cose metabolismConcentration builds up in proportion to the rate of glucose metabolismConcentration builds up in proportion to the rate of glucose metabolism

Tumors have a high rate of glucose metabolism and appear as “hot spots” in Tumors have a high rate of glucose metabolism and appear as “hot spots” in 
PET imagesPET images
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What is FDG?What is FDG?

CC

OO

HH

1818FF22--deoxydeoxy--22--[[1818F]fluoroF]fluoro--DD--glucose (glucose (1818FDG)FDG)D-glucose : CH2OH (CHOH)4 CHO
1818FF
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PET: one example (in neurology)PET: one example (in neurology)

18FDG/PET images18FDG/PET images•• 18FDG/PET images 18FDG/PET images 

•• The cocaine addict has depressed metabolism !The cocaine addict has depressed metabolism !
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The BGO calorimeter of the L3 experiment at LEP The BGO calorimeter of the L3 experiment at LEP 
(CERN 1989(CERN 1989--2000)2000)(( ))

BGO crystals have been developed for detectors in particle physicsBGO crystals have been developed for detectors in particle physics

11000 BGO t l11000 BGO t l11000 BGO crystals11000 BGO crystals
Precise measurement of the energy deposited by the particlesPrecise measurement of the energy deposited by the particles
Almost 4Almost 4 ππ coveragecoverage
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The new diagnostics: CT/PETThe new diagnostics: CT/PET

morphology     metabolismmorphology     metabolism

David TownsendDavid Townsend

CERN: 1970CERN: 1970--7878

Uni GinevraUni Ginevra

UPSM PittsburghUPSM Pittsburgh

andand

Ronald NuttRonald Nutt

(CTS (CTS –– CTI)CTI)
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Applications in conventional cancer radiation therapyApplications in conventional cancer radiation therapy
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MethodsMethods

BrachitherapyBrachitherapy
–– Insertion of radiation sources in the bodyInsertion of radiation sources in the body

TeletherapyTeletherapy
–– Bombardment of the tumour tissues with radiation coming from outside Bombardment of the tumour tissues with radiation coming from outside 

the body of the patientthe body of the patient

Radio immunotherapyRadio immunotherapy
–– The radiation is brought by a radioisotope attached to a specifically The radiation is brought by a radioisotope attached to a specifically 

selective vectorselective vector
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Radioactivity in cancer therapyRadioactivity in cancer therapy
targeted radioimmunotherapytargeted radioimmunotherapy

αα particles from Bismuthparticles from Bismuth--213213 for leukaemiafor leukaemia

ββ particles from  Yttriumparticles from  Yttrium--9090 for glioblastomafor glioblastoma

teletherapyteletherapypypy

gammas from Cobaltgammas from Cobalt--6060 for deep tumoursfor deep tumours

CobaltCobalt--6060

(1 MeV gammas)(1 MeV gammas)(1  MeV gammas) (1  MeV gammas) 

is produced in reactorsis produced in reactors

by by slow neutronsslow neutrons
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Teletherapy with XTeletherapy with X--raysrays

e- + target → Xe  target → X

Electron Linac
3 GHz

6-20 MeV
[1000 x Röntgen]

targettarget

•• Electron linacs to produce gamma rays (called XElectron linacs to produce gamma rays (called X--rays by medical doctors)rays by medical doctors)

20'000 ti t / 10 illi i h bit t20'000 ti t / 10 illi i h bit t
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Production of  X “quanta” Production of  X “quanta” 

atom

ionization

nucleus

3 MeV
quantum

heavy 
nucleus

electron accelerated
to 10 MeV

electromagnetic
scattered electron

7 MeV

electromagnetic
field drawn

by the electron
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Computerized Treatment Planning System (TPS)Computerized Treatment Planning System (TPS)

•• TC scan data are TC scan data are 
used toused toused to used to 

•• design the design the 
volume to bevolume to bevolume to be volume to be 
irradiated irradiated 

•• choose thechoose thechoose the choose the 
radiation fieldsradiation fields

•• calculate thecalculate thecalculate the calculate the 
doses to the doses to the 
target and to target and to 
h lth tih lth tihealthy tissues healthy tissues 

•• The dose is given in The dose is given in 
about 30about 30--40 fractions 40 fractions 

f b t 2 Gf b t 2 G
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The problem of X ray therapyThe problem of X ray therapy

PhPhotons

X ray beamX ray beam

Dose levelDose level

Targetg
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The problem of X ray therapyThe problem of X ray therapy

Solution:Solution:

•• Use of many crossed beamsUse of many crossed beams

Intensity ModulationIntensity Modulation•• Intensity Modulation Intensity Modulation 
Radiation Therapy (IMRT)Radiation Therapy (IMRT)

9 different photon beams9 different photon beams

The limit is due to the dose The limit is due to the dose 
given to the healthy tissues!given to the healthy tissues!

Especially near organs at Especially near organs at 
risk (OAR)risk (OAR)
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Multi leaf collimators and IMRTMulti leaf collimators and IMRT

33--fields IMRTfields IMRT33--fields IMRTfields IMRT

Prescription Dose Prescription Dose 

OROROROR

PTVPTVPTVPTV

Multi leaf collimator whichMulti leaf collimator which
moves during irradiationmoves during irradiationgg

•• It is possible to obtain concave dose volumesIt is possible to obtain concave dose volumes

•• Time consuming (used for selected cases)Time consuming (used for selected cases)
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TomotherapyTomotherapy

•• The tumour is irradiated as the accelerator The tumour is irradiated as the accelerator 
rotates and the patient is moved (spiral pattern)rotates and the patient is moved (spiral pattern)

•• The intensity is modulated through the use of aThe intensity is modulated through the use of a•• The intensity is modulated through the use of a The intensity is modulated through the use of a 
multimulti--leaf collimatorleaf collimator

•• CT imaging integrated within the device itselfCT imaging integrated within the device itself
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The “gamma knifeThe “gamma knife””

Proposed in 1967 by Lars Leksell (neurosurgeon) and Proposed in 1967 by Lars Leksell (neurosurgeon) and 
Borje Larsson (physicist) at Karolinska Institutet, Borje Larsson (physicist) at Karolinska Institutet, 
StockholmStockholmStockholmStockholm

Treatment of selected brain tumors, arteriovenous Treatment of selected brain tumors, arteriovenous 
malformations and brain dysfunctionsmalformations and brain dysfunctionsmalformations and brain dysfunctions malformations and brain dysfunctions 

Small volume diseases (located in the head) treated in Small volume diseases (located in the head) treated in 
one session only (“stereoone session only (“stereo--tactic radiotactic radio--surgery”)surgery”)one session only ( stereoone session only ( stereo tactic radiotactic radio surgery )surgery )

Today, more than 30000 patients every yearToday, more than 30000 patients every year

201 60Co radiation sources
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The “cyberThe “cyber--knifeknife””

Lightweight 6 MV linear accelerator to Lightweight 6 MV linear accelerator to 
produce Xproduce X--rays mounted on a robotic rays mounted on a robotic 
arm arm 

Use of XUse of X--rays taken during treatment to rays taken during treatment to 
establish the position of the lesion andestablish the position of the lesion andestablish the position of the lesion and establish the position of the lesion and 
monitor the treatmentmonitor the treatment

Possibility of multiple fractionsPossibility of multiple fractions

Used to treat small volume tumours (ex . Used to treat small volume tumours (ex . 
Brain, head & neck, lung, spine, Brain, head & neck, lung, spine, 
abdomen and pelvis) and lesionsabdomen and pelvis) and lesionsabdomen and pelvis) and  lesions abdomen and pelvis) and  lesions 
throughout the spinethroughout the spine
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Intra Operative Radiation Therapy Intra Operative Radiation Therapy 
(IORT)(IORT)(IORT)(IORT)

Irradiation with an electron beamIrradiation with an electron beamIrradiation with an electron beam Irradiation with an electron beam 
during surgeryduring surgery

•• First attempts in 1905 with XFirst attempts in 1905 with X--
rays in Germanyrays in Germany

•• First attempts with electrons First attempts with electrons 
from a from a betatronbetatron in 1962 in Japanin 1962 in Japan

•• Development of modern IORT Development of modern IORT 
with with linacslinacs in USA, France, in USA, France, 
Austria and Italy (1975Austria and Italy (1975 1990)1990)

Electron energies: 3Electron energies: 3 99 MeVMeV

Austria and Italy (1975Austria and Italy (1975--1990)1990)

Electron energies: 3 Electron energies: 3 –– 9 9 MeVMeV

Mean dose rate: 6 Mean dose rate: 6 –– 30 30 GyGy/min/min

I di ti ti (21I di ti ti (21 GG ) 0 7) 0 7 3 5 i3 5 i
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Irradiation time (21 Irradiation time (21 GyGy): 0.7 ): 0.7 –– 3.5 min3.5 min



The problem of organ motionThe problem of organ motion
um

e
um

e Liver CT Liver CT 
imagesimages

Vo
lu

Vo
lu

Sh llTT

PTV
TimeTime

Shallow
Expiration

TargetTarget

Shallow
I i tiInspiration

Margin for
Possible solutions:Possible solutions:

Respiratory gatingRespiratory gating Margin for
Setup Error

-- Respiratory gatingRespiratory gating
-- Image Guided Radiation Image Guided Radiation 
Th (IGRT)Th (IGRT)
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Therapy (IGRT)Therapy (IGRT)



Can we do better ?Can we do better ?

9 X ray beams (IMRT)9 X ray beams (IMRT)2 X ray beams2 X ray beams 9  X ray beams   (IMRT)9  X ray beams   (IMRT)2  X ray beams2  X ray beams

A question for a particle physicistA question for a particle physicist

Are there better radiations to attack the tumour and spare at best the healthy 
tissues?
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tissues?        



Can we find something like this?Can we find something like this?
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End of lecture IEnd of lecture I
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